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Abstract. Scattering properties of irregularly shaped interstellar composite dust analogues consisting of
graphite and fayalite (Fe2SiO4) were studied using discrete dipole approximation (DDA). Two dust models
were developed to calculate the scattering and extinction efficiencies, single scattering albedo, asymmetry
parameter, phase functions and degree of linear polarizations. Laboratory measurements were also performed
at three incident wavelengths 543.5, 594.5 and 632.8 nm on chemically synthesized graphite and fayalite
composite particles of sizes ranging from 0.3 to 5 lm. A comparative analysis of the theoretical and
experimental results of shape- and size-averaged scattering parameters shows that changes in the percentage
composition of a two-species mixture model has a pronounced effect on the light-scattering properties of dust
particles. The developed computational models are successful in representing a two-species mixture of
interstellar dust analogues considering diverse size, shapes and percentage composition. This technique can
be applied to fit observed scattering and absorption peaks in the visible region produced by astrophysical
dust, provided large number of particle species are included and the influence of more physical parameters
(e.g., porosity, fluffiness, temperature, density, etc.) are considered. Further, this study is also applicable to
remote sensing, atmospheric and planetary sciences. All the physical parameters employed as variables in the
models influence the oscillations observed in theoretical curves and change the values of scattering
parameters.
Keywords. Light scattering—interstellar dust—phase function—DDSCAT.

1. Introduction
The composition of interstellar dust depends on their
physical environment and the interactions of high
energy radiations (both stellar and secondary radiations) with the constituent gas clouds (Siebenmorgen
et al. 2014). These interactions determine the
absorption and scattering properties of dust particles,
which in turn, influence the interstellar medium
(Aguirre 1999; Mennella et al. 2001; Calura et al.
2008). Notably, light-scattering properties of interstellar dust particles depend on their size, shape,
composition, porosity, fluffiness, aggregation states
along with the density and refractive index (Hulst
& van de Hulst 1981; Bohren & Huffman 2008;
Steinacker et al. 2010). In other words, light-scattering

properties of such dust particles carry their signatures
in terms of their physical and optical properties. And
also, the polarization curves of interstellar dust grains
and its dependence on alignment of dust particles
provide better insights into their optical and radiative
properties both in optical and IR wavelengths
(Andersson et al. 2015). It is, therefore, very important to investigate the scattering properties of interstellar dust particles as such, results can be utilized in
inverse calculations for their proper classification and
identification. In addition, such information is crucial
for interpreting the spectrum of light sources including
stars and galaxies (Draine 2003; Piovan et al. 2006;
Siebenmorgen et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, scattering properties of interstellar
dust grains are far from being quite well understood,
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since it is extremely difficult to conduct in situ scattering measurements on dust grains found in different
cosmic environments. Nevertheless, a number of
strategies, including in situ dust analysis on spacecraft, sample capture and return mission, remote
sensing, etc., have been implemented in the recent
past to study the astrophysical dust particles. For
instance, real interstellar dust grains are characterized
in the Ulysses, Cassini, Galileo and Helios spacecrafts
in the UV to far infrared wavelengths (Krüger et al.
2007; Altobelli et al. 2016). In situ measurements of
cometary dust grains were also carried out with the
Rosetta probe (Riedler et al. 2007; Ishiguro 2008;
Fulle et al. 2010). Notably, in the first, STARDUST
mission successfully brought back real dust samples
from space, which were later used to carry out
extensive investigations of cometary dust properties
(Tuzzolino et al. 2003; Westphal et al. 2005, 2014;
McKeegan et al. 2006; Brownlee 2014). Furthermore,
the observations of interstellar extinction and polarization as well as absorption line have been conducted
by using the Hubble space telescope to determine the
composition of the interstellar dust particles (Savage
& Sembach 1996). All these direct and/or indirect
observations revealed that the dust present in the
interstellar medium is mainly composed of amorphous
silicate, amorphous carbon, graphite, carbonates,
metal oxide grains, amorphous ice particles and nanodiamonds (Hulst & van de Hulst 1981; Tielens 2001;
Rotundi et al. 2002; Groves et al. 2004; Pagani et al.
2010).
From the theoretical point of view, various theoretical approaches, e.g., Mie theory, discrete dipole
approximation (DDA), T-matrix method, etc., that
involved computation techniques were also developed
for the proper interpretation of the observed interstellar extinction and polarization. In such theoretical
calculations, dust models comprising of graphite, silicates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) as
the principal component are generally used. Despite
the availability of such high-performance theoretical
calculations and dust models, exact composition of
interstellar dust is still not well-known (Draine 2003).
Significant discrepancies are generally observed
between observations and calculations since it is very
difficult to model the real dust particles in nature and
at the same time different combinations of variable
physical and optical parameters need to be incorporated in the models, which ultimately lead to complicated results (Tielens 2001; Groves et al. 2004).
Further, dust models include assumptions based on
specific regions of interest and wavelength ranges
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under investigation. In contrast, such problems present
lesser difficulties, while working with laboratorybased simulations using analogue samples. Undoubtedly, visual evidences and access to real samples are
the best possible ways to verify the applicability and
accuracy of the proposed dust models. Notably, the
lack of sufficient amount of real extraterrestrial dust
samples restricts most experiments and computational
works of dust to analogue samples (Rotundi et al.
2002).
In recent developments in this field, a considerable
amount of observational, computational and experimental studies has been carried out by several research
groups which not only contributed significantly
towards a better understanding of the absorption and
scattering properties of astrophysical dust around
stars, regoliths and comets, but also provided the
valuable information about some of the prominent
features observed in the spectrum of silicate and carbonaceous dust particles. Most important contributions include the detailed study of absorption profiles
of composite silicate grains in circumstellar dust
around M-type and asymptotic giant branch stars
(IRAS and Spitzer data) for a wide spectral range
(Gupta et al. 2016). Another significant work includes
the extensive study of Comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko from 2-m Himalayan Chandra Telescope in India. The observational data are interpreted
in terms of dust properties and compared to in situ
Rosetta observations (Sen et al. 2019). Advanced dust
grain models are developed using the DDA, effective
medium approximation (EMA) and T-Matrix methods
to study the dust around protoplanetary disks around
young stars. Possible detection of silicon carbide (SiC)
in the outer disk of a young sample star is one significant achievement of these dust models (Saikia
et al. 2019). Light-scattering properties have also been
studied with a large number of regolith analogue
samples (e.g., alumina and olivine), which revealed
that porosity has a pronounced effect on the observed
value of reflectance, polarization and photometric
colour (Deb et al. 2015; Kar et al. 2016; Sen et al.
2017). These findings have important applicability in
the observational analyses of astrophysical dust.
In this paper, the results of laboratory simulation
and theoretical modelling based on DDA are presented for interstellar composite dust analogue made
of graphite and fayalite (an iron end-member of olivine which is an important component of silicates in
space). Notably, graphite and silicate dust species are
found in abundance in cosmic dust clouds (Draine &
Li 2007) including solar system objects (meteorites)
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(Messenger et al. 2005). Apart from their individual
presence, these dust species can also be present in
composite form. Notably, the relative abundances of
silicates are higher than graphite and PAHs in interstellar dust (Nieva & Przybilla 2012). The primary
aim of this work is to predict the combined effect of
physical variables used in dust modelling (e.g., percentage composition, size distribution and particle
shapes) on the light-scattering properties, keeping in
mind complex nature of astrophysical observations.
The number of orientation directions and number of
dipoles are also varied in the computation to enhance
the accuracy of the calculation. The theoretically
calculated phase function (F11 ) and polarization
(F12 =F11 ) are compared with experimentally
acquired results in the visible wavelength region for
validation of the proposed models. Such comparison
between theory and controlled experiments are
extremely important to ensure the accuracy of developed models and their efficiency in predicting the
properties of astrophysical dust.
2. Light-scattering fundamentals
It is well-known that the intensity and state of polarization of a beam of light can be completely described by
Stokes vector I = {I, Q, U, V}, where I is the total
intensity, Q the difference between the polarization
intensities at 0° and 90° to the scattering plane, U the
difference between the polarization intensities at ?45°
and -45° to the scattering plane and V the difference
between the left and right circular polarization intensities
(Bohren & Huffman 2008; Boruah et al. 2017). In a
scattering event, the intensity and polarization of incident
light is generally changed, thereby altering the incident
Stokes vectors, due to the interaction of light with the
scatterer. The Stokes vector describing the incident and
the scattered light are connected by a 4 9 4 scattering
matrix, Fij, where i, j = 1–4, as given below.
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The subscripts i and s refer to the incident and
scattered beams, k the wave vector and r the distance
from the sample to the detector (Hulst & van de Hulst
1981; Bohren & Huffman 2008). It is noteworthy to
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mention that the matrix Fij, also known as the Mueller
matrix, contains information about the size distribution,
shape and refractive index of the scatterers (Volten
et al. 1998). All the 16 elements of Mueller matrix are
functions of the scattering angles (h). The element F11
is called the phase function or scattering function and
F12 =F11 is termed as degree of linear polarization for
unpolarized incident light. Notably, the phase function
can be experimentally determined by measuring the
scattered light intensity as a function of scattering angle
for unpolarized incident light. On the other hand, the
degree of linear polarization can be measured by using
proper combination of analysers in front of the detector.
F12 I?  Ijj
¼
;
ð2Þ

F11 I? þ Ijj
where I? and Ijj are parallel and perpendicular components of polarized light with reference to the direction of
observation in the scattering plane. It is critical to note
that the study of these two elements of the scattering
matrix is indeed the most important in astrophysical
observations because incident radiations (e.g., solar or
stellar) are unpolarized in nature (Baba & Naoshi 2003).
Therefore, in this work, we restricted our study to the
determination of phase function and polarization.

3. Modelling approach
In this work, computational models of the interstellar
composite dust consisting of graphite and fayalite are
developed and their scattering properties have been
simulated at three incident wavelengths in the visible
region using DDA. DDA basically approximates a
target by a finite array of polarizable points or dipoles.
The points acquire dipole moments in response to the
incident electric field and produce secondary sets of
radiation or the scattered fields. The dipoles within the
scattering volume also interact mutually via their
electric fields resulting in the total scattered radiation
(Purcell & Pennypacker 1973; Draine 1988).
The whole modelling and simulation scheme can be
summarized as follows.
(i) Two computational models of interstellar
composite dust analogue composed of
graphite and fayalite with different percentage compositions are developed as given in
Table 1.
(ii) Each model includes six standard irregular
shapes suggested by Zubko et al. (2007)
and Nousiainen & Muinonen (2007).
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(iii) The scattering and extinction efficiencies,
single scattering albedo, asymmetry parameters, phase function (F11 ) and polarization
(F12 =F11 ) of the modelled dust particles are
theoretically calculated using DDA code
(DDSCAT 7.3.0) (Draine & Flatau
1994, 2013).
(iv) All the theoretically calculated parameters
are averaged over lognormal-size distribution for all the shapes. Further, all the
values are averaged over the six shapes or
target geometries. Such size and shape
distributions are considered to simulate
the situation present in real samples.
(v) An indigenously developed MATLAB
post-processing tool is used to perform the
averaging over shapes, percentage compositions and sizes for all the scattering
parameters calculated.
(vi) The values of F11 and F12 =F11 are
measured experimentally for laboratorysynthesized dust composites of graphite
and fayalite using an indigenously developed light-scattering set-up.
(vii) The parameters, e.g., size distribution,
shape, refractive index and wavelength,
Table 1. Percentage composition of graphite and fayalite
particles for Model 1 and Model 2.

Model 1
Model 2

Graphite (%)

Fayalite (%)

50
10
30
60
90

50
90
70
40
10

percentage composition of graphite and
fayalite in the mixture, are varied to
reproduce the experimental results. Similarly, number of dipoles and numbers of
orientation directions are optimized for
accuracy enhancement of the calculation.
(viii) A comparative analysis is performed for the
computed and experimental results at the
three characterizing wavelengths of 543.5,
594.5 and 632.8 nm, to establish the efficiency of the modelling approach.

3.1 Computational dust models
Based on the shapes suggested by Zubko et al. (2007)
and Nousiainen & Muinonen (2007), six random
irregular Gaussian geometries are designed. The
aspect ratios for all the shapes are fixed between 2 and
3. These geometries are provided in Figures 1 and 2.
The geometries (or targets) are created with Blender
3D (2.7b)––a volumetric geometry design software
freely accessible at Blender.org. These generated 3D
targets are then converted to dipole arrays in the
DDSCAT Convert open source tool available in
nanohub.org (Feser & Sobh 2013). After conversion
of these shapes into dipole arrays, the 3D-rendered
representation is realized by using open source software ‘Paraview’. These 3D volumetric targets are then
directly incorporated into the DDSCAT code for
carrying out the computations. The distance between
two adjacent dipoles are kept flexible so as to fit in the
target geometries of different shapes and sizes, as
generated in the models, with uniform distribution
while populating the whole target in the form of
arrays. The number of dipoles used for the two models

Figure 1. (a–f) Shows the blender representation of the target shapes: shape 1, shape 2, shape 3, shape 4, shape 5 and
shape 6, respectively, used in DDA computations.
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Figure 2. (a–f) 3d-rendered dipole representation of the modelled shapes using Paraview.

are fixed at 50 and 100 k, respectively. The detailed
geometry design processes are described elsewhere
(Boruah et al. 2016, 2017). However, the sequence of
steps involved in these processes, including the
modelling of shapes using Blender 3D, conversion of
the modelled shapes to dipole arrays suitable for
DDSCAT input file, use of Paraview to generate
3d-rendered dipole representation of the modelled
shapes and DDSCAT calculation, have been explained
in detail in ‘Appendix A’.
In this work, two models, Model 1 and Model 2
(Table 1) are employed to reproduce the experimental results acquired with interstellar dust analogue samples by using a number of parameters as
variables in the DDA computations. In the later part
of this study, it is proved that the employed modelling variables affect significantly the scattering
properties of astrophysical dust particles, by using a
comparative analysis between the two models at
three visible laser wavelengths 543.5, 594.5 and
632.5 nm. The physical properties used in the models
are percentage elemental composition of graphite and
fayalite, irregular shapes, particle size distribution
and refractive indices at the respective laser wavelengths. Among these parameters, the alignment of
dust particles is most difficult to consider, while
modelling. We have considered orientation averaging of the target to minimize the errors in the calculation of scattering matrix elements that may occur
due to random errors. Orientational averaging of
target samples is an important part of DDA computations. Several research groups have shown the
minimum number of directions for random orientation averaging, ranging from 27 to 1000 to achieve

reasonable accuracies depending on the size parameter and wavelength employed for investigation
(Gupta et al. 2016; Sen et al. 2017). Moreover, it is
observed that for size parameter \40 and refractive
index [1.3, around 100 orientation directions provide reasonable computational accuracy (Kustova
et al. 2020). In this work, all possible measures are
taken to ensure higher accuracies in the calculations
of orientation directions.
The measurements are performed in accordance
with the random orientation conditions i.e., the measurements are performed over a long duration of time
and the system is assumed to be ergodic. When these
conditions are satisfied, the averaging over random
orientations can be performed where time averaging
can be replaced by ensemble averaging over orientation directions (Mishchenko et al. 2006; Mishchenko
& Yurkin 2017).
On the other hand, the scattering system is defined by
two coordinate systems: laboratory frame and target
frame. Any one is dynamic with respect to the other with
a common origin. This is another important condition
for random orientation averaging (Mishchenko et al.
2006, 2014; Mishchenko & Yurkin 2017). In DDSCAT,
the laboratory frame is defined in such a way that the
incident beam propagates in the ?x direction. And the
target is specified by two orthogonal unit vectors a^1 and
a^2 assumed to be frozen in the target. The resultant
target frame can be defined by using three-unit vectors
a^1 , a^2 and a^3 , where a^3 ¼ a^1  a^2 . Further, three angles
are used to represent the target orientations, which are h,
/ and b. h and / represent the direction of a^1 relative to
incident beam, while b represents the rotation of target
around a^1 axis.
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For randomly oriented targets, the scattering matrix
elements can be measured as (Draine & Flatau 2013):
1
hF i ¼ 2
8p

Z2p

Z1
d cos h

db
0

Z2p

1

d/F ðb; h; /Þ:

developed in MATLAB platform. It uses DDA generated scattering parameter values to carry out automatic averaging over the user-defined ranges of
shapes, compositions and sizes.

ð3Þ

0

Now the random orientational averaging is
achieved by running b and / from 0° to 360° and h
from 0° to 180° (Feser & Sobh 2013). Notably, in
order to achieve complete random orientation, a large
number of orientation directions must be used in the
DDA computations (Nousiainen et al. 2009; Zubko
et al. 2013). However, due to the limited computational resources available, the number of orientations
are restricted to lower values. Notably, the primary
aim of this particular work is to study the combined
effect of change in modelling variables on the scattering properties of dust particles.
The percentage elemental composition considered
for Model 1 and Model 2 are provided in Table 1. In
Model 1, the size distribution of the analogue mixture
is considered to be ranging from 0.3 to 5 lm, whereas
the six shapes, as provided in Figures 1 and 2, are used
to represent shape dispersion. The parameters, e.g.,
complex refractive index, wavelength, size distribution and shapes, are kept fixed and the values assigned
to the physical variables of Model 1 are percentage
composition of the elements: 1:1 (50% graphite ?
50% fayalite), number of dipoles: 50 K and orientation directions: 125. These values are same for all the
three wavelengths 543.5, 594.5 and 632.8 nm
employed in the simulation. After setting values to all
the modelling variables, the computations are performed using DDSCAT 7.3.0.
In case of Model 2, the number of dipoles and
number of orientation directions are increased.
Moreover, the percentage compositions of graphite
and fayalite are varied, while keeping the size distribution and shape dispersion same as that of Model 1.
In Model 2, four elemental compositions ratios, 1:9,
3:7, 3:2, 9:1, of graphite and fayalite are used to
compare with the experimental results. The number of
dipoles and orientation directions are considered to be
100k and 180, respectively. The calculated scattering
parameters are averaged over directions, shape, size
distributions for the mixture. Finally, the values are
averaged over the elemental percentage composition
of graphite and fayalite. While the orientation averaging is done in the DDA code itself, the averaging
over shapes, compositions and sizes are performed in
an indigenously developed post-processing tool

3.2 Restrictions in modelling
As is known, the efficiency and accuracy of calculating scattering efficiencies and parameters in DDA
require the so called jmjkd condition to be satisfied
(Draine & Flatau 1994):
jmjkd  1;

ð4Þ

where m is the refractive index, k being the wave
vector and d the number of dipoles. Typically, in
computations involving interstellar dust analogues or
atmospheric aerosols, the particle sizes ranging from
100 nm to about 100 lm are considered (Mathis et al.
1977; Pagani et al. 2010). In some cases, forsterite
olivine particles of sizes \100 nm were also observed
(Messenger et al. 2005). In our case, the maximum
particle sizes are about 5 lm for both the samples.
While the particle cut off size must be around 1 lm
for the jmjkd condition (in visible range), but it can be
extended beyond that value (Vilaplana et al. 2006). It
is possible to cut off the calculation at 1 lm
accounting for major features of the size distribution,
but in this case, the refractive index values especially
the imaginary part is crucial provided the shape is
fixed (Vilaplana et al. 2011). To consider the whole
size range for the analogue samples, we have to calculate beyond this range, avoiding the condition at the
cost of some computational accuracy. The considered
size distribution of the particle corresponds to particles with large size parameters. Table 2 provides the
particle sizes for each of the wavelengths up to which
the jmjkd criterion is fulfilled. Figure 3 shows the plot
of |m|kd values as a function of particle sizes to
demonstrate the validity of computations (Vaidya &
Gupta 1997; Gupta et al. 2016).

4. Experimental setup
An experimental setup was developed in the laboratory to measure light-scattering properties of particulate matter. It consists of a laser, a flexible particle
sprayer system, photodetector and data acquisition
system. The setup can measure F11 ðhÞ and
F12 ðhÞ=F11 ðhÞ, over the scattering angle range from
10° to 170° in steps of 5°. It uses three lasers of
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wavelengths 543.5, 594.5 and 632.8 nm alternately
according to the requirement of the experiment. A
data acquisition system (National Instruments, model:

Table 2. Maximum particle sizes at which the jmjkd  1
condition is satisfied.

Wavelength
(nm)

Particle
size at
50 K
dipoles
(lm)

Graphite

543.5
594.5
632.8

Fayalite

543.5
594.5
632.8

Sample

|m|kd
value

Particle
size at
100 K
dipoles
(lm)

|m|kd
value

1
1.1
1.2

0.99
0.99
1.00

1.2
1.3
1.5

1.00
0.99
0.99

1.3
1.4
1.5

1.00
0.99
0.99

1.6
1.6
1.8

1.00
0.99
0.99
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NI USB 6008) is used to collect and save the acquired
results in a PC. A photodiode is used to detect the
scattered visible light signals, which can be rotated
through an angular range of 0–180° and vice versa
using a stepper motor-based mechanism. The photodetector was capable of rotating in the scattering
plane using a stepper motor-based rotor system. The
light scattered from the samples was allowed to pass
through a set of collection optics comprising of
appropriate analysers and were detected by the photodetector. The amplified signals were fed to the data
acquisition system (DAQ NI USB-6008) which was
interfaced to the PC through the USB port for data
storing and analysis.
A schematic diagram of the setup is shown in
Figure 4. Further details of the setup are given in
previous publications (Boruah et al. 2016, 2017). Due
to technical difficulty in the setup, it is only possible to
measure the scattered intensity from 10° angle in the
forward scattering region. We have also excluded the

Figure 3. |m|kd as a function of particle size (a, c, e) for graphite and (b, d, f) for fayalite at 543.5, 594.5 and 632.8 nm,
respectively.
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Figure 4. Light-scattering setup used in the experimental characterization.

extreme backward scattering angles beyond 170° due
to similar reasons. The angular resolution or step of
the motor is fixed at 5° such that each time we run the
experiment, a set of 37 signals are collected by the
data acquisition system.
The optical transducer system in the experimental
setup consists of two highly sensitive UV–visible
silicon photodiodes (S1227-16BR and BPW34) used
for detecting the scattered light signals. Each of the
silicon photodiodes are suitable for sensing faint light
signals scattered from the target. This type of high
efficiency detectors is also suitable for precision
photometry with suppressed IR sensitivity. While
simple OP07 (Op-amp IC with very low-input offset
voltage)-based differential amplifier circuits are used
for amplification of the photodiode outputs which are
later fed to the DAQ. In case of the signal readout, the
DAQ used in this case is NI USB-6008, which is a
low-cost, multifunction DAQ I/O device. It consists of
analog and digital I/O ports latched with a 32-bit
counter. The advantage of the device is that it is easy
to connect the terminals and make a compact construction. It is also fitted with advanced NI-DAQmx
drivers and NI SignalExpress LE for direct data collection without any need for software triggers and
synchronization. The final data is shown in the form of
a visual graph on the screen and can be saved in the
form of a file. The maximum sample rate or acquisition time of the NI USB-6008 is 10 KS/s (10 kilo
samples per second), which is adjustable.
For calibration purpose, intensity of all the three
lasers were measured at a distance of 250 mm

(scattering centre) from the source and a micro positioner was used for the adjustments.
The calibration process starts with alignment of the
various active optical components in the setup namely
lasers, photodiodes, polarizers, analysers, filters and
collimators. These components of the setup are
mounted on special flexible tables fitted with
adjustable screws and lab jacks. By using highly
directional test beams from the laser diodes, the
alignments of the elements are individually checked
and adjusted by levelling micrometer screws. The
detector rotation axis and the laser beam direction are
aligned by putting a temporarily black screen oriented
in the axis position in the scattering plane.
For controlling the uncertainties in measurement
and minimizing the experimental errors, following
procedures have been adopted: it is well known that
light-scattering measurements depend on the scattering volume, detector angles and laser beam width
along with the scattering properties and scattering
angles. It is practically very easy to understand that
during a scattering event, as the detector rotates on the
scattering plane, the scattering volume as viewed by
the detector as well as the detectable signal intensity
vary. These values are different for different positions
of the detector on the scattering plane. Therefore, it is
convenient to multiply the entire detected intensities
at all scattering angles by a factor sin h to ensure a
constant scattering volume for all detector viewing
positions.
The next step is the correction for background noise
and stray signals contributed by dust particles
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contaminating the scattering volume. A high-power
suction pump is used to force out dust particles that
may be present in the scattering chamber. This significantly reduces the intensity of background or dark
signals.
The background signals are first measured by
allowing the laser beam to pass through the scattering
volume without any scattering particle. These signals
are then subtracted from the results acquired with the
scatterer.
DataðCorrectedÞ ¼ DataðScattererÞ  DataðBackgroundÞ :

ð5Þ

A nebulizer or particle sprayer is used to spray the
sample directly into the scattering volume in a controlled way. To ensure the accuracy of the experimental data, a number of repetitions (about 100) have
been done for each of the data sets (Gogoi et al. 2009).
The nebulizer used in the setup is capable of spraying
dry particles. The aerosol sprayer as shown in Figure 5, for producing a flow of particulate matter
sample consists of a simple electric roller (R), a
mechanical piston (P), sample holder (T), flow tube
(B), nozzle (N) and a high-tension spring coil (S). A
metallic frame (H) provides mechanical support to the
whole system. The powder sample is kept in the
reservoir (a glass cuvette of 10 mm diameter) for an
entire scattering experiment. When the sample holder
is full, the piston is pushed backwards with a force and

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the aerosol sprayer
system.
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is held by a high-tension spring coil fitted to a
mechanical support. A small amount of sample is
carried over by a specially designed electric roller into
the socket. An electric dc motor (12 V) is used to
rotate the roller at variable speeds. Once the roller
takes away a reasonable amount of powder, the piston
is pushed forward along with the sample. While in the
downward motion, the roller socket feeds the sample
into an air stream in the flow tube (B). The flow tube is
a glass tube of 10 cm in length and 15 mm in diameter. Once the sample reaches the bottom end of the
tube as aerosol particles, they are allowed to pass
through a nozzle (N) such that a fine jet stream of
particles can be formed. The particles are carried away
under force by a vacuum suction pump to ensure
minimum dust contamination. Finally, the aerosol jet
comes within the scattering volume in the path of the
laser beam. There is an arrangement (metallic tray) to
collect the samples at the bottom of the sprayer system
so that the sample can be reused.
To ensure minimal particle aggregation during the
aerosol flow, the vacuum suction pump is always kept
at the maximum possible force to provide minimum
time to particles in the jet stream to form aggregates.
Also, to ensure the quality of the particle to be intact
during the nebulization process, we have adopted the
approach suggested by Hovenier et al. (2003). A
graphite tape was held at the jet stream for a very
small time and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the collected samples are taken. The
photographic evidences show no aggregation of the
particles (Figure 6).
Further, the instrumental errors are calculated by
conducting 100 sets of experiments with water droplets of radius 0.5–5 lm. As measured from the data
sets, it is found to be ±0.194 in arbitrary units. The
instrumental errors are plotted as error bars in the
experimental plots of all the comparative analyses.
Considering all the complexities involving the
experimental procedure including the samples and
their probability distribution in the scattering volume,
instrumental errors and presence of dust, etc., a better
match with computational model is impossible to
acquire in our case. However, instead of all the limitations and drawbacks, proper techniques have been
adopted to minimize the discrepancies occurring in
both theoretical and experimental data.
The experimental setup is validated by performing
measurements for spherical water droplets and comparing the results with standard Mie computations.
The theoretical calculations are done using the software TUSCAT which is based on Mie theory and
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theoretical and experimental plots is sufficient to
validate the experimental measurements.
5. Graphite and fayalite samples
5.1 SEM and size distribution analyses

Figure 6. (a and b) SEM images of collected nebulized
particles.

Table 3. Particle size distribution of water droplets.
Size distribution
Minimum particle radius
Maximum particle radius
Modal radius (rg )
Standard deviation (rg )

lognormal
0.5 lm
5.0 lm
2.0 lm
1

T-Matrix approach (Gogoi et al. 2011). Table 3 provides the properties of water droplets used in the
calculations.
The comparative plots of theoretical and experimental phase function and polarization for water
droplets are provided in Figure 7.
It is observed from the comparative analyses that
the experimental plots are almost identical in terms of
overall shapes and major features with the computational results for both phase function and degree of
linear polarization. As Mie theory provides exact
solutions to spherical problems, the closeness of

The graphite samples are collected from Sigma
Aldrich, while the fayalite microparticles (Fe2SiO4)
are synthesized in the laboratory using a chemical
route as suggested by De Angelis et al. (2012). In the
nebulizer (fitted in the setup), the fayalite and graphite
microparticles are mixed in a 1:1 ratio. But after the
samples are sprayed into the scattering volume, due to
the probability distribution effects, this ratio will not
remain same during a particular scattering event. The
inefficiency of Model 1 in interpreting the experimental results may be a result of this effect. The SEM
analyses reveal the highly irregular shapes of both
graphite and fayalite samples. It also provides visual
evidences of the particle size distribution and surface roughness. The SEM images are then used to
model the shapes used in the computation. It is not
possible to consider each and every shape, considering the high irregularity and dispersion in in both
shape and sizes. Therefore, it is reasonable to select
a few shapes of interest which is supposed to
resemble majority of the sample in both cases. The
particle size distribution used in our computations is
a lognormal function with modal radius rm = 1 lm,
size ranges r = 0.3–5 lm, and standard deviation
r = 2.0 (Heintzenberg 1994):
"
#
dn
Nd
ðln r  ln rm Þ2
;
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp 
d lnðrÞ
2p ln r
2ðln rÞ2

ð6Þ

where N is the number of particles with modal radius rm .
The SEM images of the highly irregular graphite
and fayalite particles reveal that the samples are
distributed over a wide size range (Figure 8a and b).
It is possible to calculate an approximate size distribution range from the visual evidences or highresolution images. A lognormal fit (Figure 8c) is
used to represent the calculated size distribution
which is relatively accurate enough considering the
extremely complex mixture of both samples used in
the laboratory simulation. It includes almost all the
major size groups present in the distribution to
provide an efficient representation for theoretical
calculations.
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Figure 7. The comparative phase function and polarization for water droplets are shown in the left and right panels,
respectively, for: (a and b) 543.5; (c and d) 594.5 and (e and f) 632.8 nm laser wavelengths, with symbols in the legends
representing computational and experimental values (plotted with error bars).

The size distributions are calculated statistically
from a large number of SEM images. For applicability in simulation, the overall size distribution of
the mixture is considered to represent the models. It
is evident that the individual size distributions of
both the samples, graphite and fayalite, are slightly
different. But the range of particle size distribution
0.3–5 lm, fit quite well with the real mixture considering the fact that an aerosol nebulizer is used to
directly spray the particles into the laser beam. Also,
the lognormal size distribution considered here is
quite an accurate representative of the aerosol
sprayer output. The main reason behind using a

single size distribution for both the samples is to
reduce the computational complexities. We intended to use a fixed size distribution to measure the
scattering properties of all the target shapes for both
samples as the number of variables employed in the
models are already large. Using different size distributions for both samples in the mixture will make
the interpretation of computational results extremely difficult. It is evident that due to highly
irregular shapes of the real dust analogues, the
particle size distribution retrieval from the SEM
image is a difficult process. However, an approximation must be introduced in order to simplify the
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Figure 8. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of (a) graphite, (b) fayalite and (c) particle size distribution
(lognormal distribution function).

problem to some extent to fit in a particular size
distribution employed in numerical simulation.
Nonetheless, it is near impossible to consider
each of the measured size from a distribution of
non-spherical particles.
First, the particle surface area is measured using the
maximum length of the irregular particle as reference
with the surface equivalent radius. This radius is used
as the effective size of the particulate sample to carry
out the computations. As it is not possible to directly
measure the surface of a highly irregular particle, it
requires to assume the particle to be in the form of
either a cuboid or a prolate ellipsoid. For this purpose,
the surface equivalent radius is employed which can
be defined as below.
Surface equivalent sphere radius (rs ): surface
equivalent radius of a particle is the radius of a sphere
with the same surface area as that of the particle.
Surface equivalent radius can be written as:


3Sparticle 1=2
:
ð7Þ
rs ¼
2p
The refractive indices of graphite are used as provided by Draine & Lee (1984), while for fayalite,
these values are obtained from Fabian et al. (2001)

Table 4. Refractive indices values of graphite and
fayalite.

Sample
Graphite

Fayalite

Wavelength
(nm)

Real part of
refractive
index (n)

Imaginary part
of refractive
index (k)

543.5
594.5
632.8
543.5
594.5
632.8

2.73
2.77
2.80
1.844
1.846
1.896

1.560
1.593
1.628
0.00087
0.00108
0.00144

and database of optical constants (http://www.astro.
uni-jena.de). The values are tabulated in Table 4.
5.2 Size averaging of the scattering parameters
To compute the scattering parameters and perform the
integration over sizes, the DDSCAT calculations are
run for each of the sizes individually. Then, the computed values scattering matrix elements are averaged
over sizes (in this case, a lognormal size distribution is
considered). In order to simulate the properties of dust
analogue samples, aided by laboratory experiments, a
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post-processing MATLABÓ code was developed
which can compute the scattering parameters and efficiencies for a shape- and size-dispersed target. This
code takes the files generated by DDSCAT for each
size and performs the size averaging for the target
sample. The same code can be used to carry out the
averaging over the shapes with slight modification. The
averaging for particle aggregates involves consideration of light scattering from a volume element with a
number of particles, in order to model realistic particle
systems since isolated single particle scattering
parameters are not sufficient to explain the observed
interstellar extinction as well as laboratory measurements. The MATLABÓ post-processing tool that
incorporates normal, lognormal and gamma size-distribution functions, are used to generate size and shape
averaged plots of Mueller matrix elements. The sample
MATLABÓ code for calculating size averaged scattering parameters is provided in ‘Appendix B’.
6. DDA computations and comparative analyses
for Model 1 and Model 2
The developed dust models Model 1 and Model 2 are
used to calculate the light-scattering parameters phase
function (F11 ) and polarization (F12 =F11 ) along with
the scattering efficiency (QSca ), extinction efficiency
(QExt ), single scattering albedo (a) and asymmetry
parameter (g). A comparative analysis with experimental F11 and F12 =F11 is performed to study the
effects of physical variables in dust modelling and
also to validate the models.

6.1 Analyses using Model 1
The modelling variables used for Model 1 are provided in Table 5.
6.1.1 Theoretically computed values of scattering
efficiency, extinction efficiency, single scattering
albedo and asymmetry parameter The computed
values of scattering efficiency (QSca ), extinction
efficiency (QExt ), single scattering albedo (a) and
asymmetry parameter (g) are shown in Figure 9 along
with findings and explanations. It is observed that the
scattering and extinction efficiencies, single scattering
albedo values are higher for fayalite, while the
asymmetry parameter values are lower than that of
graphite (Figure 9). The curves follow a similar
pattern, with no observable differences in values for
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Table 5. The modelling variables for computational
Model 1.
Wavelength
(nm)
543.5
594.5
632.8

No. of
dipoles
(k)

No. of scattering
directions for
hcos hi

No. of
random
orientations

50
50
50

144,148
124,985
113,121

125
125
125

the narrow range of wavelengths we have considered.
Only a small discrepancy is observed in the extinction
efficiency of fayalite between 543.5 and 594.5 nm
wavelengths, which resulted in a peculiar curve for the
single scattering albedo in the dust model calculations.
6.1.2 Experimental and theoretical comparison of F11
and F12 =F11 The comparative analyses are done to fit
the theoretical and experimental values of the scattering
parameters using the size- and shape-averaged computed
results (Figure 10a–f). From the plots, it is observed that
almost in all the cases, the normalized computational
values are slightly higher than experimental ones at the
three used wavelengths. As revealed later, it is because of
the overestimation of scattering parameters in the
theoretical model calculations. It may be due to the
compositional imbalance between highly absorbing
graphite particles as compared to fayalite samples with
lower values of imaginary refractive index. The phase
function (F11 ) values are found to be closer in case of
632.8 nm wavelengths compared to other wavelengths.
But polarization (F12 =F11 ) is found to be similar for all
the wavelengths as revealed by the error analyses, with
slightly lower values of rms errors for 543.5 nm
wavelength. It indicates that polarization is a less
sensitive function to small changes in wavelength but it
is a relatively stronger function of particle sizes. A few
negative values of polarization are also observed in the
experimental results at higher scattering angles around
140–160° at all the wavelengths, not found in the
theoretical calculations. However, such negative
polarization values are observed in case of cometary
dust in several occasions (Petrova et al. 2000; Kimura
et al. 2006; Hadamcik et al. 2007).
Phase function values depend on the characterizing
wavelengths and its closeness to the particle sizes
along with averaging over shapes. As the incident
radiation approaches particle sizes, the accuracy and
efficiency of the modelling approach become more
reasonable. The dominant parameter influencing the
calculated values must be the particle size distribution
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Figure 9. The computed values of (a) scattering efficiency, (b) extinction efficiency, (c) single scattering albedo and
(d) asymmetry parameter vs. incident wavelengths for Model 1.
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Figure 10. Theoretical (Model 1) and experimental phase function and polarization values at incident wavelengths (a,b)
543.5 nm, (c,d) 594.5 nm and (e,f) 632.8 nm, respectively. Experimental curves are plotted with error bars
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and its comparability to the incident wavelengths. The
number of dipoles considered is another important
factor in achieving accuracy and closeness to experimental results. The errors are a combined result of
discrepancies in approximating number of directions
considered for orientational averaging and compositional assumptions of graphite and silicates. And also,
the errors are seen to be sensitive to slight changes in
wavelength in case of phase function. The lesser
number of peaks and dips contributing to oscillations
in both the theoretical and experimental curves is a
result of the extensive shape and size averaging performed to simulate realistic dust. The number of
oscillations significantly reduces towards the higher
wavelength side in the theoretical calculation for both
the scattering parameter as seen in Figure 10a–f.

6.2 Analyses using Model 2
Modelling variables used in Model 2 are tabulated in
Table 6.
Table 6. The modelling variables for computational
Model 2.
Wavelength
(nm)
543.5
594.5
632.8

No. of
dipoles
(K)

No. of scattering
directions for
hcos hi

No. of
random
orientations

100
100
100

144,148
124,985
113,121

180
180
180

95

In this model, we have changed the values of physical
variables to achieve closeness to the experimental
results as much as possible, considering the theoretical
limitations in terms of high computational requirements.
The comparative analyses plots are shown in Figures 11–13 along with interpretations and important
findings.
6.2.1 Theoretically computed values of scattering
efficiency, extinction efficiency, single scattering
albedo and asymmetry parameter The scattering
and extinction efficiencies, single scattering albedos
show similar pattern as Model 1, with slight changes
in the values. But no observable differences between
the curves are found other than the small variations in
the single scattering albedo. The wavelength range
considered is too narrow to differentiate between the
computational results of these four parameters
(Figure 11). But the asymmetry parameter (g) plays
an important role in the calculation of the Henyey–
Greenstein phase function, which can be used to
validate modelling approach for spherical particles.
6.2.2 Theoretically calculated scattering efficiency
(QSca ) vs. size parameter (X) values The computed
values of scattering efficiency (QSca ) vs. size
parameter (X) value are plotted for the final Model 2
at each wavelength for all the six shapes considering
the refractive index to be fixed (Figure 12). The QSca
values are very important to determine the influence
of size averaging on the calculated scattering matrix
elements (Vilaplana et al. 2011). Particularly, the

Figure 11. The computed values of (a) scattering efficiency, (b) extinction efficiency, (c) single scattering albedo and
(d) asymmetry parameter vs. incident wavelength, for Model 2.
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Figure 12. Theoretically calculated scattering efficiency (QSca ) vs. size parameter at (a) 543.5, (b) 594.5 and (c) 632.8 nm
wavelengths, respectively.

shapes of these curves are crucial for proper
interpretation of the computational results because it
is necessary to cut off the calculations at some
maximum particle size values to satisfy the jmjkd
condition and minimize errors. These plots
(Figure 12a–c) show that the major oscillations
including the 1st maxima of the curve are
concentrated within a typical moderate size
parameters range. While the curves are almost flat
towards very large size parameters without any
significant features extended up to 5 lm. It is
evident that including sizes up to around 2 lm could
still provide a quite accurate representation of the
laboratory samples. This behaviour is almost
comparable to a geometric optic regime where all
small features of the size distribution are accounted
for the computational curves (Vilaplana et al. 2011).
Moreover, the strong shape dependence of the sizeaveraged QSca curves is evident from the study where
each shape produces a distinct pattern for easily
distinguishable from the others. But as the wavelength
increases, the curves move closer to each other with
very narrow differences in their values. The aspect
ratios also play a vital role in determining the QSca
values for fixed shapes with the maximum being

observed for shape 2 (maximum aspect ratio) and
minimum for shape 3, while the near spherical
irregular shapes attain closer intermediate values.
6.2.3 Experimental and theoretical comparison of F11
and F12 =F11 The size- and shape-averaged values of
the theoretical scattering parameters are used to reproduce
experimental results. The values for Model 1 are plotted
alongside Model 2 to compare the changes after
modification in the physical variables. It is found that
the computational parameters are closer to the averaged
values of experimentally measured F11 and F12 =F11
(Figure 13) in case of Model 2. We have calculated the
rms error values averaged over the scattering angle h
for both the models which show significant reduction of
discrepancies between theoretical and measured values in
case of Model 2, provided in Table 7.
The root mean square error can be calculated using
the simple formula:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PN
2
i¼1 ðT  EÞ
;
ð8Þ
Errorrms ¼
N
where T and E are theoretical and experimental values
and N the total number of data points. At first, we have
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Figure 13. Theoretical and experimental phase function and polarization values at incident wavelengths (a and b) 543.5,
(c and d) 594.5 and (e and f) 632.8 nm, respectively, for Model 2. Experimental curves are plotted with error bars.
Table 7. Calculated rms errors for experimental results as compared Model 1 with Model 2.
Phase function
Wavelength (nm)
543.5
594.5
632.8

Polarization

Model 1

Model 2

Model 1

Model 2

4.23e ? 02
3.97e ? 02
1.98e ? 02

1.54e ? 02
1.43e ? 02
1.26e ? 02

2.21e-01
2.10e-01
2.01e-01

1.47e-01
1.23e-01
1.19e-01

calculated the rms errors for all the scattering angles.
Then, the errors are averaged over the whole scattering angle range to find out the average error per
scattering angle. This has been done to simplify the
comparative error analyses of the two models for all
the wavelengths used.
Model 2 efficiently reproduces the experimentally
acquired patterns of both the measured scattering

parameters F11 and F12 =F11 with higher accuracy as
compared to Model 1. The F11 curves are found to be
of typical shape. It is observed that there is a good
agreement for the general curve shapes, while in the
case of higher scattering angle, a few negative values
of F12 =F11 appear in the experimental results, which
are unaccounted for both our models. These values are
mainly observed in the experimental results at higher
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scattering angles around 140–160° or lower phase
angles at all the wavelengths, not found in the theoretical calculations. Some parameters might be missing in the model right now which could explain the
appearance of such negative features. These unaccounted peaks are previously reported a number of
times in case of laboratory samples, which are common in case of cosmic and cometary dust (Petrova
et al. 2000; Kimura et al. 2006; Hadamcik et al.
2007). It might be a result of the combined effects of
complex refractive index, porosity, fluffiness and
aggregation states. Some models could be found
which provides reasonable explanations for occurrence of these negative branches of polarization
(Zubko 2015).
We have plotted F11 and F12 =F11 for Model 1 and
Model 2 alongside experimental measurements. In
case of F11 , the values of Model 2 are closer to the
experimental results with significant reduction in the
calculated rms errors provided in Table 7. We have
concluded from the comparative analyses that the first
model leads to an overestimation of the scattering
parameters mainly in the case of F11 . The values are
lowered with a decrease in smaller features, peaks and
dips. As a result, the curve becomes smooth as compared to Model 1, which is most obvious in the case of
experimental curves of dust particles. The increase in
the number of orientational averaging directions has
an important effect in smoothing the computational
curve making it near identical to the experimental
values. The change in composition of the two constituent elements lowers the values of overestimated
F11 as observed in the case of Model 1. This is
because in the first case, the composition of the two
elements are taken to be in the ratio of 1:1. As scattering efficiencies of fayalite are higher as compared
to graphite, it raises the estimated values of scattering
parameters. The elemental composition which produces the best results is found out to be the one in
which the ratios of graphite and fayalite are 3:2 (or
60% graphite and 40% fayalite) (Table 1). The final
plots provided for Model 2 are obtained with this
composition of the elements. The increase in number
of dipoles directly affects accuracy of the computation. It allows the jmjkd condition to be satisfied up to
larger values of particle size scattering parameters.
The scattering parameters in our case, range from a
minimum of 2.97724 to a maximum value of
57.77362. In the case of F12 =F11 for Model 2, the
values still remain closer to those of Model 1, but
lower values and weaker peaks ensure that it is more
comparable to the relatively smoother experimental
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curves with significant decrease in computational
errors.
It is obvious that more the number of dipoles
(100 K being the number of dipoles in the best
model), the more is the accuracy in representing nonspherical shapes and surface features or structures. For
more accurate and efficient simulations, larger number
of dipoles should be used which requires more powerful computational resources. Our study has been
performed with two sets of dipoles in order to
demonstrate the enhancement of computational accuracy in the phase functions of non-spherical particles
with a higher dipole number.

7. Summary
Shape modelling can be effective for polarization
because of its dependence on surface irregularities
and sharp edges in the scatterer. At lower scattering
angles up to a value of about 25°, the values of
theoretical and experimental F11 are found to match
significantly at all the characterizing wavelengths.
But deviations are observed at mid and higher scattering angles up to 170°. As in the first model, again
small oscillations observed in the computational
curves reduce with the increasing wavelength. A
relatively smooth curve is observed for both the
parameters in case of 632.8 nm wavelength as
compared to 543.5 and 594.5 nm. These patterns are
typical to irregularly shaped dust particles as
observed for computational curves in previous studies (Yang et al. 2007; Mishchenko 2009). Similar
patterns are also reported for experimental laboratory
measurements (Volten et al. 2001; Dubovik et al.
2002; Muñoz & Hovenier 2011). This shows that as
the characterizing wavelength approach the particle
sizes, the random errors of computation tend to
decrease significantly. One thing is clear from the
comparative analyses that at higher wavelengths, the
changes in modelling variables do not have a pronounced effect on the shapes of scattering parameter
curves other than lowering the overestimated values.
This is important in context of this paper, as it
contributes in achieving closeness between the theoretical and experimental curves.
Similar works are performed by research groups to
model light scattering by non-spherical aerosols using
randomly oriented spheroid models (Dubovik et al.
2002). They employed inversion algorithms to retrieve
desert dust properties from information obtained by
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AERONET
ground-based
Sun/sky-radiometers,
applicable in remote sensing studies. These studies are
successful in showing the effects of non-sphericity on
aerosol optical properties. Their techniques also show
significant advantages over Mie-based retrieval techniques (Dubovik et al. 2002). Further, the retrieval of
aerosol sources and their characterization have been
facilitated by such modelling (Dubovik et al.
2002, 2008). Angular distribution of scattered light
has been also employed to study the size distribution
of aerosols and dusts for particle mixtures with different sizes and refractive index. Moreover, a technique to simultaneously measure the size distribution,
complex refractive index and single scattering albedo
has also been developed for non-spherical dust particles (Dubovik et al. 1995).
The shape-based variations of the calculated
scattering parameters for both the models show that it
affects the size-averaged values. This is critical in
interpreting the results in case of experimental and
astrophysical observations by differentiating between
the contributions of size and shape dispersions.
As already mentioned, due to limitations in computational resources and the enormous amount of time
required for calculating scattering parameters for each of
the scattering directions, our computations are restricted
to a lower number of orientation directions. But to avoid
further errors, we have considered the whole angular
range for all the three angles h, u and b, but with a small
number of intervals in between. The inaccuracies in the
F12 =F11 values at higher scattering angles near 180°
(not equal to zero) could be overcome by increasing the
number of orientation directions.
The averaging over shapes (considering surface
roughness) tends to smooth out the theoretical curves
decreasing the number of small features and oscillations
as found in both the theoretical and experimental curves
for F11 and F12 =F11 . Such kinds of observations are
reported in previous studies (Yang et al. 2007).
The principal aim of this paper is to demonstrate the
combined effect of several physical properties or
computational parameters on the scattering properties
of dust particles and its influence on the modelling
approach. Further, it is quite difficult to point out the
effect of each of the variables separately in the theoretical results as several other factors (including
computational and instrumental errors) may influence
the comparative analysis. Nevertheless, there are some
practical difficulties in the instrument itself being
limited to the range of 10–170°. It is true that for
particles larger than some microns, a large fraction of
the light is scattered in a small region around 20°.
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A study suggests that particles with size ranging from
1 to 4 lm scatter about 18% of the total scattered light
in that small region (Costello et al. 2007). This effect
is more pronounced for single particle scattering.
However, while dealing with the particle ensembling
the cross-sectional area available for a light-scattering
event is higher as compared to single particles
(Costello et al. 2007). As large particles scatter more
light, a significant amount of detectable signal can still
be collected at relatively large scattering angles.
Nonetheless, such collected light-scattering patterns
are sufficient for quantitative comparative studies of
phase functions and linear polarizations. Moreover, in
our case, a very similar work has been successfully
carried out by Volten et al. (2007) with similar-sized
and relatively larger particles. The phase functions
and polarizations are efficiently measured for an
angular range of 5–174°. Hovenier et al. (2003) suggested a solution to overcome the limitations in
measuring extremely large and small scattering
angles. According to which, theoretical fits using Mie
theory or geometric optics can be used to extrapolate
the values of intensities for unmeasured angles. It is
also observed that for randomly oriented particles, the
forward scattered light is near independent of the
particle shapes, while for non-spherical particles, the
scattered light near 180° is flat for most of the cases.
Thus, a simple extrapolation may not influence the
results significantly. Nevertheless, the use of a point
visibility meter in the light-scattering setup to measure
angles\5° and near 180° is the most practical solution
and is a part of our future plan (Hill et al. 1984;
Moreno et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2003).
While comparing with the experimental results, the
main conclusion that can be drawn about increasing
the number dipoles is that it mainly increases the
accuracy of the computed scattering matrix elements.
While the increasing the number of orientation directions for averaging has a pronounced effect in
smoothing out the small features (peaks and dips) in
the curves. While the percentage composition of species plays the most significant role in the theoretical fits
to the experimental data, while performing the computational analyses. Moreover, changes in composition
mainly balance the overestimation of scattering efficiencies and subsequently, the phase function values as
found out in this study with Model 2.
Although these models are not highly accurate, they
could be considered reliable and efficient in reproducing the observed patterns for scattering parameters
of dust mixtures with two or more constituent elements, mainly in the moderate size parameter range.
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This modelling approach could explain light-scattering properties of single or mixtures of dust analogue samples with a higher degree of accuracy.
However, small-scale errors are still present owing to
the limitations in computational resources and also,
the restriction applied by the computational technique
involved. The complexity of such real dust systems
makes it extremely difficult to be modelled. We have
considered several parameters in the model which
might affect the observed values of scattering
parameters, and prove it efficient in simulating dust
particles in the visible wavelength region and with
moderate size parameters. Infrared wavelengths are,
however, highly desirable in the experimental characterization due to the extremely large size dispersions
of cosmic dust particles and could be an interesting
topic for future research.
8. Conclusions and future works
An interstellar dust analogue model of graphite and
fayalite is developed and studied at three incident
wavelengths in the visible region. It provides a good
approximation to the shape and size distribution of
laboratory-synthesized realistic dust particles supposed
to be present in the interstellar medium. Although the
developed models are limited by the narrow size and
shape ranges (owing to the computational restrictions of
DDA), it is a very good demonstration of the systematic
consideration and selection of particle size ranges,
shapes, porosity, surface roughness and compositional
ratios. The measures taken in order to achieve maximum accuracy for two dust species model distributed
over both size and shape along with morphological
irregularities over the particle surface are also provided.
This study is also effective in separating out the effects
of particle sizes and geometrical shapes on light-scattering patterns of unknown scatterers, which considerably simplifies the deconvolution process to identify the
dust species from observed scattering patterns. It is also
applicable to studies where the dust species are known,
but the details of either size distributions or shape dispersions are required to be computed. This model can
efficiently measure one of the properties provided, the
other is well-predicted or known. We anticipate that this
approach will be successful in interpretation of astrophysical data with the facility to incorporate all the
physical parameters that can influence light-scattering
patterns in a single scattering event. Importantly, the
applicability of this computational approach can be
extended to remote sensing of inaccessible scattering
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particles, climate modelling and study of atmospheric
aerosols along with extra-terrestrial dust.
At present, the experimental studies are limited to
visible wavelengths, which do not allow the full utilization of the capabilities of DDA. With a view to
characterize particles with large size parameters,
longer or infrared wavelengths must be included
(closely comparable to larger sizes) in the experimental characterization along with advanced optoelectronic transducer systems.
In addition, a number of dust species can be included,
e.g., amorphous carbon, silicates (forsterite, ensatite)
and PAHs, in a single dust model to make it more
realistic as compared to the interstellar environments.

Appendices
Appendix A: Computational techniques
In this work, a computational technique has been developed based on the software packages mentioned below, to
compute and calculate light-scattering properties of
irregularly shaped aerosol and dust particles. The phase
function F11 ðhÞ and degree of linear polarization
F12 ðhÞ=F11 ðhÞ along with other scattering parameters
were theoretically calculated using this technique.
The software packages are:
1. Blender 3D: Volumetric geometry design software
for arbitrary shapes and materials used to model
target geometries to replicate the particles
employed in the experimental characterization.
2. DDSCATCONVERT: Software package to convert
the volumetric random shapes (in the form of a 3D
triangular mesh) to dipole arrays by assigning
dipoles to each point and vertices.
3. ParaView: Software available in the public domain
to realize 3D targets generated in any technique to
an array of constituting points. This is used to
ensure proper target generation during the conversion of developed models to dipole arrays.
4. DDSCAT: The original FORTRAN DDA code to
calculate scattering efficiencies and cross-sections
(scattering, absorption, polarization and extinction),
asymmetry parameters, single scattering albedos
and the sixteen elements of the Mueller matrix.
5. Post-processing tool: An indigenously developed
code in MATLABÓ platform to facilitate the
automatic averaging over a wide range of shape
and size distributions using the DDSCAT-generated
computational calculations.
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Figure A1. Graphical user interface of blender geometry generation software.

Figure A2. A primitive basis shape in blender.

Blender 3D The first step of the computational
technique involves generation of targets for DDA
simulation using different incident laser wavelengths.
Blender is a software used to generate volumetric
material targets for realistic investigation in modelling
and simulation works (Figures A1 and A2). There are
several advanced options provided in the software for
the target generation. In one procedure, pre-defined
algorithms can be used to develop random gaussian
shapes. Another advantage is that targets can also be
user-defined or user-modified in a manual mode. A
primitive basis shape is modified using shape and

material modifiers. Smaller details of the particle
shapes and surface can also be introduced by changing
the positions of basis points. Also, each of the faces
and vertices of the material target can be modified
independently to add finer and specific details. The
advantage of manual mode is that final target could be
shaped into any non-spherical and highly irregular
geometry. Along with the shape modifiers, other
material properties like size and aspect ratio can be
easily set to match the realistic particle in laboratory
samples. As per the requirements of dipole conversion
softwares, the generated object is arranged finally in a
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triangular mesh (a specimen target is shown in
Figure A3).
DDSCATConvert The
second
step
involves
conversion of the generated target geometries into
dipole arrays. DDSCATConvert is a software availabe
in the public domain nanohub.org which facilitates
replacement of the volumetric target geometries by
representative polarizable points or dipoles. At first,
the shape generated in blender is input to the graphical

Figure A3. Specimen shapes generated using blender
2.76b.

user interface (GUI) of DDSCATConvert in a
wavefront.obj format. The requirement is that the
input object must be in the form of a triangular mesh.
Dipoles can be used to populate any arbitrary shape that
is introduced in an object file format with locations of all
the virtual points that formed the particular geometry.
The algorithm of this software uses the point in a
polyhedron method where a numerical algorithm first
checks for a point within a volumetric box. Then, a
dipole is assigned to that particular position or space
coordinate. The produced target in the form of a dipole
array can now be directly used by the DDA code for
light-scattering calculations. The final output of this
software is a shape file with 3D coordinates of all the
point dipoles that populate the whole target volume.
There are options available for setting the total number
of dipoles for the conversion along with specifying the
number of different materials that can be available in a
particular target, along with facilities for specifying
material dielectric properties for the different shapes
present in the target sample.

Figure A4. GUI of DDSCATConvert for shape file input.

Figure A5. Input parameters of DDSCATConvert.
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Figure A6. 3D coordinates of the dipoles in the converted target.

Figure A8. 3D-rendered representation of dipole arrays
for specimen targets.

Figure A7. 3D representation of target in reference
coordinate system.

Figure A4 shows the GUI of DDSCATCoonverter
online html tool which provides the user an option to
upload the target directly as an object file.
Figure A5 shows a screenshot of the input parameters for initiating the conversion of geomteries into
dipole arrays.
In the final stage of target conversion procedure, the software offers a option to save the
generated files as shape and image files. Figure A6
shows a screen capture of the different files which
can be directly downloaded from the remote server window of the website nanohub.org. Figure A7 shows the final generated target geometry.
The whole process can be carried out online either
in a html- or java-based window system. The
conversion time is a function of the number of
dipoles and also on the number of different shapes
in the target volume.

ParaView ParaView is a freely available software
which facilitates visualization and processing of
complex data sets. This software is incorporated in
our computational technique to visualize the target
geometries developed using Blender3D and
converted to dipole arrays in DDSCATConvert.
The produced shape file can be introduced into the
ParaView interface and a 3D-rendered clear
representation of the volumetric geometry of the
shape is obtained as the final output. Its advantage is
that the dipole arrays can be located in distinct and
high resolution images in fine details. In advanced
calculations, the positions and vacant spaces can also
be obtained. A target in dipole representation is
shown in Figure A8.
DDSCAT: advantages and limitations DDSCAT
software package is available for download in the
public domain scattport.org. DDSCAT is based on
DDA and supports absorption and scattering
calculations for a wide range of targets. Along with
homogeneous and isotropic samples, it can also
compute
the
light-scattering
properties
of
inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials. But the
most advantageous feature of this FORTRAN90 code
is that it can identify any user introduced arbitrary
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Figure A9. DDSCAT input parameter file (Part A).

Figure A10. DDSCAT input parameter file (Part B).

random Gaussian and irregular shapes and calculate
their optical and radiative properties.
The input parameters for DDA that require to be
specified by the user are:

4. Number of scattering and polarization directions to
be considered for calculation.
5. Number of orientations and the scattering parameters to be calculated.

1. Incident wavelength.
2. Refractive index, particle size, user-defined shape
file, particle-size distribution.
3. Number of iterations for the computations and
number of different dielectric materials.

Figures A9 and A10 show the input parameter files
which need to be modified before carrying out the
computation. All the input parameters must be keyed
in manually in the parameter file which must be
executed along with the main executable FORTRAN
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file named ‘ddscat’. After specifying the values of all
the variables in the code, the shape file must be
introduced in a DDSCAT compatible file format.
Figure A11 shows the screen capture of the shape file
with location of each and every dipole along with its
dielectric properties.
After modifying the input parameters and loading
the shape file with dipole locations, the main code of
DDA is executed. The conversion time depends on
particle size, number of dipoles and iterations
required to perform the calculations of cross-sections
and scattering parameters. The number of directions
selected for orientational averaging further lengthens
the time required for completion of the computational procedure. The computations in this entire
thesis work are carried out in a workstation with 3.6
GHz core i7 processor equipped with 6 GB random
access memory (RAM). The average timing for
computations with different samples varies from a
time range of 12–72 h, respectively, along with the
time required for size and shape averaging. Once the
computation completes, all the output files are
automatically saved in folders specified by the user,
which can be accessed later for data processing and
graph plotting. Figures A12 and A13 show the
output file containing the scattering, absorption and
extinction efficiencies (Qsca , Qabs , Qext , respectively),

95

single scattering albedo (a), asymmetry parameter (g)
and all the theoretical Mueller matrix elements (Fij )
including the polarization (P).

Figure A11. Shape
DDSCATConvert.

Figure A12. Main output file of DDSCAT (Part A).

file

after

conversion

with
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Figure A13. Main output file of DDSCAT (Part B).

Appendix B: MATLABÓ post-processing code
This code takes the files generated by DDSCAT for
each size and performs the size averaging for the
target sample. With slight modification, the same code
can be used for shape averaging.
%DDA PostProcess: Program to calculate scattering Matrix for System
of particles using
%DDSCAT 7.3.0
%Developed by Manash Jyoti Boruah
sd = input('Select a size distribution: ', 's');
sd
if(sd == 1)
%Log Normal Size distribution
x = .5:.5:5
y=1;
sigma=1.5;
k=(log(x)-log(y)).^2
kk=(log(sigma))^2
kkk=-k./(2*kk)
u=exp(kkk)
l=((2*pi)^.5)*log(sigma);
nrn=20*u./l;
z = numel(x);
elseif(sd == 2)
% Normal size distribution
x=0.5:0.5:5;
y=2;
sigma=1.5;
k = 1./sigma;
nk = 1./((2*pi).^1/2);
kk = nk*k;
p = x-y;
pk = -((p).^2);
pn = 1./(2*(sigma).^2);
pp = exp(pk*pn);
nt = kk*pp;
nrn = 20*nt;
z = numel(x);
else
% Gamma size distribution
x = 0.5:0.5:5;
y = 2;
alpha = 0.3;
k = alpha./y;
kk = k.^(alpha+1);
f = 1./gamma(alpha+1);
g = x.^alpha;
s = -(k*x);
p = exp(s);
nt = kk.*f.*g.*p;
nrn = 20*nt;
z = numel(x);
end

for n = 1:z
A = load(['w000r000.' num2str(z) '.avg']);
S = A(:,3:9);
B = A(:,1:2);
N=zeros(37,7,2);
S = nrn(n)*S;
N(:,:,n) = S;
end
for r = 1:z-1
SM = N(:,:,r) + N(:,:,r+1);
end
SD = SM(:,1);
SS = SM(:,2);
SP = SM(:,3:7);
M = max(SM);
SD = SD./M(1);
SS = SS./M(2);
SMR = [SS,SP];
SMC = [SD,SMR];
Lambda = input('Select a wavelength: ', 's');
Lambda
WAV = (Lambda).^2
WAV1 = 4*((3.1412).^2)
WAVN = WAV./WAV1
SML = WAVN*SMC
SMF = [B,SML];
format shortE;
SMF
semilogy(SMF(:,1),(:,2:3))
save SMF.dat SMF -ascii
save SMF.avg SMF -ascii
save SMF.mat SMF -ascii
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